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Book 1: Sins Secrets and Scandals Series

THIS HOT NURSE is the MASTER OF SEDUCTION.
Nurse Katilla Richardson was recently dumped by her NFL superstar boyfriend. Now that she’s out on the
dating market again, she’s determined not to let any man break her heart. Believing that true love is
impossible, she sets out to seduce a renowned wealthy physician for her own personal gain. However, she’s
shocked when her hot game of seduction backfires after she ends up in the fine doctor’s bed.

THE GAME of SEDUCTION GETS HOTTER
Dr. Kenneth Michaels is a leading cardiologist still grieving the death of his wife. Feeling as if he’s already
had his opportunity at true love, he meets a beautiful woman that changes his mind about second chances. As
he engage in a steamy love affair with the pretty lady he’s so smitten with, he begins to fall madly in love
with her. But then suddenly, when he learns of the seductive nurse’s secret, and someone from her past
returns, things become explosive!

Will Kenneth and Katilla’s relationship survive her deceitful game of SINFUL SEDUCTION?
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From Reader Review Sinful Seduction for online ebook

Elle the ClosetRomanceReader aka Leftie aka Shoebelle says

[a childbirth described with great details that thank god my stomach was empty at the time(thanks, but no
thanks) (hide spoiler)]

Trina says

Really good.

This book had a lot going on but well written. At one point it seem repetitive but after pushing on it made
since. It had some interesting surprises that kept me reading. I really enjoyed this book.

Book Chatter-Cath says

I'm afraid this is one for the dnf pile.

The main character is horrible and the overly descriptive (less is sometimes more!) first chapter is a bit
disturbing for a romance novel!

TBH, the writing overall is pretty terrible, it's just not worth struggling to find anything redeeming about this
book - done at 5% :'(

Mauoijenn ~ *Mouthy Jenn* ~ says

*NetGalley book review*

Oh boy... this was bad.
I did not like the MC and the beginning was very confusing.
Nope. Not for me. The synopsis was better than this book.

Enecia says

Too much going on

I don’t know if this book was really as long as it felt, but it felt long. For me, there were too many plots
going on for one book, too many characters’ stories to keep up with.



Samantha says

I was confused. The story didn't really match up with the synopsis and I really really really did not and
couldn't not like Kat. The book was okay but I seriously gave up a few times because I just found myself
putting it down and actually doing house work rather than putting it off and reading.

The story had promise and I'm not sure what it was exactly, but it just didn't do it for me.

Sharon Simmons says

Great book!

OMG the emotions this book took me through! I have to say this is my favorite book by this author. Katilla
and Kenneth had so many obstacles to over come! This is definitely a must read!

Twin Sisters Rockin' Book Reviews says

 ***Received an ARC of this book from the Publisher, via Netgalley, in exchange for an honest review***

Overall rating: 3 Rockin’ ★★★

The author Sabrina Sims McAfee writes this steamy, twisted book Sinful Seduction. Through the multiple
dips and turns this book takes, it's constantly throwing wrenches in the twisted love story between a craving
naughty nurse, Katilla, for some eye candy pediatrician doctor, Kenneth. The author goes into explicit detail
in every aspect of this book from the actual hospital scenes to the steamy bedroom scenes. The plot is
outrageously unpredictable but keeps you wanting it to change so bad you continue to read on. The
outlandish twists have you aroused, sickened, and swooning to know how this love story ends.

Hero -Kenneth: 3 stars
Heroine-Katilla: 2 stars
Steam Level: 5 stars
Plot: 2 stars

Would I recommend this book: Maybe
Would I read other books by this author: Yes
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Leigh-Anne Ford Lyons says

Outstanding, romantic and heartfelt



This book was amazing. The authors capture the love these characters had for each other with ease. The book
just flowed and truly held my attention. I cannot wait to read the remaining books in the series.

Jennifer says

Received an ARC from NetGalley for review.

I give up. I didn't like her and just couldn't get into the story.

Janet says

This first book in the Sins Secrets and Scandals Series was a tough read for me. It has some quite graphic
medical scenes I found myself uncomfortable reading. It just seemed a bit out of place in a book I would
term Erotica. Once i got past that initial discomfort, I became interested in the characters and the story. The
pacing was a bit uneven, and the many twists and turns were confusing at times. What I liked; Ms. Sims
McAfee writes a beautifully detailed setting - her ability to help readers visualize is strong. I found myself
warming up to the characters as more and more of the "secrets" were revealed. I'm glad I stuck with it.
Though it wasn't my favorite, I think it was interesting enough to make me amenable to reading the next
book.
*I received my copy from NetGalley.com in exchange for an honest review.

mildred randolph says

Sinful Seduction

I liked this book. It was different with a so call incessant plot. I am so happy that it turned out that Her father
she had known all her life was really her biological father not Vance thus a HEA for Kitilla and Kenneth.

Ju'Lise Little says

Great

This is my second time reading this author but I am glad she is great it's a romance mixed with a little
suspense I loved it. She is now one of my favorite authors

Vee says

Never again

It's hard for me to explain how bad this book is. I only made it to chapter four and had to quit. How is it that



a beautiful black woman that is extremely intelligent has to sleep her way into medical school? And the sex
dream was over the top and stupid. Never again will I read anything by this arthur.

CHANDRA FIELDS says

Sinful Seduction

Awesome, wonderful, great, I could go on and on. I Loved this book. It had twists and turns that made you
wonder what was next. I would definitely recommend this book!


